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INTRODUCTION
“Cycling City Örebro 2012" is an end-of-year cycling account that forms part of a series of
thematic reports to the City Executive Committee. The purpose of the cycling account is
to describe and monitor the development of Örebro as a cycling city. It should form the
basis for priorities and focus regarding the municipality’s work towards increasing cycling.
The primary target groups for the cycling account are the elected representatives and
officials of the municipality.
The cycling account follows up developments via a number of indicators and by
highlighting important events that will ultimately lead to an increase in cycling.
The overall goal is to increase cycling so that, by 2020, every third trip within the
Municipality of Örebro is by bicycle. One important consideration in the comprehensive
plan is a densification of the city’s population. This encourages cycling because it means
shorter journey distances.
This end-of-year cycling account has been prepared as part of the EU project CHAMP,
Cycling Heroes Advancing Sustainable Mobility Practice, www.champ-cycling.eu.

HIGHLIGHTS 2012
► In May 2012, “Svampenleden” and

“Hagaleden” were inaugurated, the first two
cycling corridors in Örebro and Sweden.
► Three more cycling corridors are

underway.
► During 2012, a new service guarantee was

introduced for repairing potholes.
► Örebro received good grades when visited

by international experts in April.

Nerikes Allehanda 25 May 2012

► 130 motorists took part in the “Healthy

Cyclist” campaign during the year.
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KEY FIGURES 2012
► Footpaths and cycle paths: 219 km
(1.58 m per citizen)

► Proportion of citizens with access to a bicycle: 92%
► Seriously injured cyclists: 6 (as reported to the police)

► Bicycle parking in the centre: 5,800

► Car ownership: 430 cars per 1,000 citizens

► Number of public bicycle pumps: 5

► Proportion of total journeys that are car journeys of 5 km
or less: 27%

► Number of bicycle barometers: 2
► Route signage: around 500 signs
► Cost of operation and maintenance: SEK 69
per citizen
► Investment in new cycle paths: SEK 27 per
citizen

► Cycling’s proportion of total distance travelled: 12%
► Average distance of a cycling journey: 3.1 km

►On average, each person in Örebro cycles 1.3 km every
day.

Proportion of journeys (all days of
the week, starting and ending in
the Municipality of Örebro) via
different modes of transport for
the age group 16-84.
Source: Survey on Travelling Habits within the
Municipality of Örebro and the Municipality of
Kumla during autumn 2011, Markör, (adjusted
figures).

Proportion of trips based on reason:

Proportion of trips based on gender:

► To work (29% of all trips):
bicycle 30% (on foot 9%, bus 4%, car 47%)

► Women: bicycle 27% (on foot 13%, bus 10%, car 50%)

► Recreation/pleasure (25% of all trips):
bicycle 20% (on foot 10%, bus 7%, car 60%)
► Grocery shopping (14% of all trips):
bicycle 20% (on foot 17%, bus 2%, car 60%)
► Other shopping (9% of all trips):
bicycle 21% (on foot 12%, bus 7%, car 61%)

► Men: bicycle 23% (on foot 10%, bus 6%,car 59%)
Proportion of trips based on occupation:
► Employed: bicycle 27% (on foot 9%, bus 3%, car 60%)
► Studying: bicycle 32% (on foot 12%, bus 24%, car 29%)
► Retired: bicycle 16% (on foot 17%, bus 8%, car 57%)

► To school (8% of all trips):
bicycle 35% (on foot 8%, bus 30%, car 25%)

► In total, 52 million kilometres are cycled each year in Örebro. If the people of Örebro
were to start travelling by car instead, it would become very crowded on the streets
(every third trip in the inner city is made by bicycle) and carbon dioxide emissions would
increase by more than 11,000 tonnes. This corresponds to the climate impact of half of all
local transport-related measures in the climate plan.
►The proportion of cyclists is about half (50.5%) during the winter season compared with
the snow- and ice-free season (the three “best” cycling months compared with the three
“worst”).
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NUMBER OF CYCLISTS
At nine places in central Örebro, we have followed the development in the
number of cyclists for more than ten years. If the number of cyclists passing these
points is added to an index, the result shows a reduction in the number of bicycle
trips of more than 20 per cent during the period 2002-2012.
Number of cyclists at 9 points in the city 2002-2012
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The number of cyclists has decreased drastically at one of the measuring places,
but is otherwise at a steady level if 2012 is compared with 2011.
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PEOPLE OF ÖREBRO CYCLE ALL YEAR ROUND
Örebro has a relatively high percentage of people who continue to cycle even
during the winter. When compared to a number of cities in Sweden and Finland,
Örebro had the highest proportion of winter cyclists. More than half of the
citizens continue to cycle in Örebro despite it being winter and cold.

Winter cycling 2012
(based on the three months with the lowest number of cyclists compared to the three with the most)
Min/day
average

Max/day
average

Proportion winter cycling

Oskarstorget

607

1,126

53.9%

Stortorget

904

1,761

51.3%

Storgatan/S. Grev Roseng

992

1,860

53.3%

S. Grev Rosengatan/Skolg

818

1,384

59.1%

Hertig Karls plan

1,075

2,262

47.5%

H.K. Allé/Hagagatan

911

1,535

59.3%

Hamnplan

674

1,660

40.6%

Olaitunneln

454

1,173

38.7%

Total

51%
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ÖREBRO IS AS GOOD AS COPENHAGEN
The citizens of Örebro City Centre use their bikes for every third trip. This means
that the people living here cycle as much as those in Copenhagen, where the
proportion of cyclists on trips starting and ending in the city is 33 per cent.
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ALL GROUPS CYCLE
The consultancy company Spacescape carried out more than 350 quick surveys
and 2,500 observations of Örebro’s cyclists during 2012. The conclusion was that
in Örebro all groups cycle equally, regardless of age groups or gender.
► The people of Örebro normally cycle on standard bikes.
► The proportion of cyclists wearing training gear is just 2 per cent. The equivalent
number in Stockholm is 16 per cent.
► Cyclists look for quiet, straight roads with little traffic and wide cycle lanes.
► Speed is not the most vital factor – probably because the distances are normally short.
► The most used cycling routes are generally streets in the city centre, with a lot of city
life, and not separate cycle paths.

WHY THE PEOPLE OF ÖREBRO CYCLE
According to a survey carried out in 2000, the people of Örebro choose to cycle
because:
► It’s quick and easy
► It’s cheap
► They want some exercise
► They enjoy cycling
► It’s convenient
► They don’t have access to a car

In early May 2012, more than 100 cyclists in the centre of Örebro were
interviewed. They were asked why they had chosen to cycle. The most common
reasons for their choice were, according to this survey, health grounds, plus the
fact that cycling is both quick and easy. Other reasons for them cycling were that
it’s pleasant, environmentally friendly, and inexpensive.

NOT EVERYBODY CYCLES
According to a survey into travelling habits conducted in 2000, the people of
Örebro refrain from cycling because of:
► Distance and time
► It’s convenient to use the car or bus
► They use the car in their work
► The weather

In a survey into travel habits carried out in 2004, it was asked how important it is
to focus on different modes of transport when transport planning. Almost 70 per
cent of people in Örebro thought it was very important to invest in cycling,
compared with 40 per cent for cars and 50 per cent for local public transport.
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MORE AND BETTER CYCLE ROUTES
The municipality is responsible for the maintenance of 219 km of cycle routes in
Örebro today. On those streets where cycling occurs in mixed traffic, speed is
normally regulated to 30 km/h. Several other measures were implemented during
2012 to improve the infrastructure for cyclists.

Footpaths and cycle routes where the municipality is responsible for the surface
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

km

185

189

193

197

216

218

219

m/citizen

1.43

1.45

1.46

1.47

1.59

1.59

1.58

Examples of measures implemented in 2012:
► The first two main cycling corridors, Hagaleden and Svampenleden, were completed
and inaugurated.
► The cycling corridors Västerleden, Oxhagenleden and Örnsrolänken got underway.
► Signage on cycling routes was reviewed and improved in connection with the corridors.
► 15 signal poles were equipped with rails for waiting cyclists to hold on to.
► The cycle route around the CV-area was completed.
► Accessibility in public places has been improved, for example by lowering curbs and
with the use of white paving stones, in Vasastan, Öster, and the central districts.
► A study into Örebro’s cycling network, based on a new method of analysis, was carried
out by the consultancy company Spacescape.
► A bicycle pump was set up in Järntorget.
► The cycle path along Angelgatan to Karlsgatan was provided with new lighting.

Expansion of footpaths and cycle paths funded by taxpayers’ money (not including footpaths
and cycle paths built in conjunction with the exploitation and development of new areas)
Average
the last
5 years
– per
citizen

Total
20082012

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Average
the last
5 years total

Footpaths and cycle paths
as % of traffic budget

16%

9%

24%

4%

24%

21%

16%

Traffic budget (excl. urban
environment, conservation, etc.)

116
million

17
million

21
million

33
million

28
million

16
million

23
million

171 kr /
citizen

Investments in footpaths and
cycle paths

18
million

1.5
million

5
million

1.4
million

6.9
million

3.4
million

3.6
million

27 kr /
citizen
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FIRST IN SWEDEN WITH CYCLING CORRIDORS
In May 2012 “Svampenleden” and “Hagaleden” were inaugurated, the first two
cycling corridors in Örebro and in Sweden.
These cycling corridors are distinguished by orange lines separating pedestrians
and cyclists, and they also have signs in the same colour. The cycle paths run
continuously along the cycling corridors, meaning that cars cross the cycle paths
instead of the other way round. In addition to the continuous cycle paths, the
positioning of bicycle detectors, signal poles and push buttons has been reviewed
at signal-controlled road junctions, in order that all bicycle traffic gets the best
possible passability. Cycle route guidance and lighting have also been improved
along the cycling corridors.
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SATISFIED CYCLISTS
An evaluation shows that cyclists are on the whole satisfied with the cycling
corridors. They think things have got better and clearer, but not faster. More
women than men thought that the cycling corridors had been an improvement.
Most people thought the interaction with other cyclists was working well. The
continuous cycle lanes reduce the speed of motorists, thus reducing the risk of
accident and injury to cyclists.

Junction before being rebuilt.

Rebuilt junction with continuous cycle lane.

MORE CYCLING CORRIDORS TO COME
The first two cost a total of SEK 4.4 million to build. Three new cycling corridors
will be completed in spring 2013, “Oxhagenleden" between Vasastan and Haga,
“Västerleden", and “Örnsrolänken”. In total, the Municipality of Örebro plans to
build 15 cycling corridors by 2020.
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Existing cycling corridors
Planned cycling corridors
Cycling corridors 2013
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BICYCLE PARKING
Bicycle theft is the most common offence against property, according to the
Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention (BRÅ). In one survey, 6.5 per cent
of all households said they had been victims of bicycle theft during 2010. In
Örebro, 1,913 bicycles were reported stolen to the police during 2012. Since many
bicycle thefts are not reported to police, it is difficult to say exactly how many
bicycle are actually stolen.
Number of stolen bicycles in Örebro (source of information: BRÅ)
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One important preventative measure is the provision of theft-proof bicycle
parking that offers the possibility of securing the frame of the bike. In the past five
years, SEK 428,000 has been invested in new bicycle parking in Örebro, for
example at South Station, along Kungsgatan and Slottsgatan, and on Fabriksgatan.
Further investment in bicycle parking will be made during 2013 and thereafter, for
example by improving the standards of bicycle parking at the Central Station.
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SIGNAGE
A special system for route guidance for
cyclists is in place in the Municipality of
Örebro, with about 500 signs. The cycling
corridors have their own orange signs and
their own names on each section. Cycle
route signage has been improved by adding
new areas, but the maintenance of the
existing signs is an improvement area.

BICYCLE PUMPS
In recent years, the Municipality of Örebro has installed bicycle pumps around the
city. In 2012, a pump was installed on Järntorget. Pumps are now available at the
following locations:
► Vasatorget
► At the top of Stortorget
► By Stadsbyggnadshusen on Idrottsvägen
► Drottninggatan at the Södra cemetary
► Järntorget

BICYCLE BAROMETERS
Örebro has a cycle barometer on Drottninggatan and another at Vasatorget. These are
two key points at which to measure the
number of cyclists while at same time
drawing attention to cyclists. Another
barometer is on order and will be placed at
the junction of Järnvägsgatan and Storgatan
during 2013.

RAILINGS
During 2012, railings were fitted to 15 signal
poles for waiting cyclists to hold on to. This
means that almost all signal poles now have
such railings.

Photograph: Dirk Engels
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A MORE DENSELY POPULATED CITY
It states in the municipality’s comprehensive plan, among other things, that short
distances between destinations are of great importance to promote cycling and to
reduce the need for cars. It also states that Örebro’s urban geographical
expansion should be such that most of the city can be reached on foot or by
bicycle. The comprehensive plan is committed to increasing population density in
the city, and designated construction areas are primarily located within cycling
distance of the city centre.
A comparison of the section of the population living within a radius of 5 km of the
castle compared to the total population of the municipality shows that the city
has become more densely populated in recent years. More than three out of four
people in Örebro now live within a radius of 5 km of the castle, and more and
more people are choosing to live closer to the city centre.

Percentage of residents who live within 5 km of the castle
2009-09-25

76%

2011-12-01

77%

2013-01-04

77%

Percentage of new residents who have moved in within 5 km of the castle
Period 2009-09-25 to 2011-12-01

80%

Period 2011-12-01 to 2013-01-04

91%

New housing construction has, with a few exceptions, taken place within 5 km of
the castle. This new construction is also relatively close to existing or planned
cycling corridors, or it is within the city’s existing cycling network.
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Symbol reference
Cycling corridors 2013
Planned cycling corridors
Possible cycling corridors after 2020
City cycling network
Örebro castle
5000 m radius around the castle
Houses built after 2006
Apartments built after 2006
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Types of maintenance for different seasons:
► Snow removal – the main cycling routes are ploughed when 3-5 cm of snow has fallen;
all other cycle routes are cleared after 5-7 cm of snow has fallen on any one occasion.
► Icy surfaces – always treated after snow clearing, otherwise when necessary.
► Grit removal – this is done in the spring when the risk of frost has passed, usually in
April. It takes about four weeks to clear the grit from all the roads and streets.
► Sweeping – this is done when needed, for example if there are reports of broken glass.

Service guarantees:
► The Municipality of Örebro guarantees that snow removal will start on footpaths and
cycle paths when at least 7 cm have fallen and it has stopped snowing. This guarantee was
upheld 100% during 2012.
► A new service guarantee to repair “potholes” was introduced in October 2012. This
guarantee means that potholes on asphalted streets or on footpaths or cycle paths where
the municipality is responsible will be repaired within five working days of notification
being received by our Customer Service Department or by our Parks and Streets Group.
This guarantee was upheld 100% during 2012.

Improvements carried out during the year:
► To further enhance safety and security on footpaths and cycling routes in Hjärsta
Forest, lampposts have been equipped with double lighting, so that the forest around the
footpaths and cycle paths is also illuminated.
► New and better lighting has been installed, for example in pedestrian and cycle path
tunnels under Vivallaringen at Hjärsta Forest and Villakullen at Lundby. The number of
complains on the lighting in the municipality has decreased from 43 in 2011 to 23 in 2012.
► Bushes and shrubberies have been cleared, for example around the cycle path tunnels.
► The Municipality of Örebro, together with some of the local schools, has started a
quality operation (a traffic diploma). One school was awarded a traffic diploma during the
year and five schools have begun their work. The Parks and Streets Group within the
Technical Administration, together with Lillån’s Northern School, studied how road safety
around the school could be improved. Three road safety measures will be carried out
during spring 2013.
Summary of costs for operation and maintenance of footpaths and cycle paths

2011

2012

Winter maintenance (gritting and snowploughing)

SEK 15,944,650

SEK 7,321,000

Cost of winter maintenance (per square metre)

SEK 20

SEK 9

Asphalt maintenance of footpaths and cycle paths

SEK 1,582,000

SEK 2,309,000

Total cost to operate and maintain

SEK 17,526,650

SEK 9,630,000
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Asphalt maintenance for footpaths and cycle paths, as well as streets and roads (all in SEK)
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Footpaths and cycle paths
Footpaths and cycle paths, km

216

218

219

792,000

799,500

802,500

1.295m

1.582m

2.309m

20,876

25,109

2

3

3%

3%

419

422

424

2,984,000

3,018,000

3,041,500

11,663m

24,149m

18,398m

162,450

152,676

Number of kronor in asphalt
maintenance per m2 streets and
roads

8

6

Proportion of streets and roads
newly resurfaced

5%

5%

Footpaths and cycle paths, m

189

193

197

2

Asphalt maintenance, footpaths
and cycle paths

1.143m

1.382m

1.774m

Footpaths and cycle paths which
have been resurfaced, m2
Number of kronor in asphalt
maintenance per m2
Proportion of footpaths and cycle
paths newly resurfaced

Streets and roads
Streets and roads in Örebro, km
Street and roads in Örebro, m

406

408

416

15,160m

11,325m

13,870m

2

Asphalt maintenance carriageways
Streets and roads that have been
resurfaced, m2

► The total cost of operation and maintenance of footpaths and cycle paths during 2012
amounted to SEK 9.6 million, which is the equivalent of SEK 69 per citizen.
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ROAD AND TRAFFIC SAFETY
Accidents resulting in death or serious injury are rare on the municipal road
network. However, unprotected road users, such as pedestrians and cyclists, are a
vulnerable group. Therefore the Municipality of Örebro is working continuously to
improve safety for them. During 2012, the municipality invested SEK 1.5 million in
various road safety measures, particularly aimed at reducing the speed of car
traffic or in some other way improving the situation for pedestrians and cyclists.
Both the police and the medical services report traffic accidents to a system called
STRADA. It is not possible to directly compare accidents reported by the police
with accidents reported by the medical services because they have different
criteria for assessing the severity of accidents. Furthermore, some accidents are
reported by both the police and the medical services, while others are not. There
are probably a lot of unreported cases, especially those involving only minor
injuries. The official accident statistics are based upon data from the police.
Accident statistics for 2012 from central Örebro where the municipality is
responsible for the roads

Accidents reported by the police
A total of 65 accidents where either a bicycle or a moped was involved.
► 6 serious bicycle accidents, with two men and four women injured.
► 43 where a motor vehicle was involved.
Accidents reported by the Emergency Ward at the University Hospital of Örebro
A total of 108 cycling accidents (19 of which were also in the police reports).
► 70 single-vehicle
Medical services assessments of the
accidents
injured:
► 20 bicycle/car
► 25 uninjured
► 9 bicycle /bike
► 60 injured slightly
► 4 bicycle/moped
► 21 injured moderately
► 5 others
► 3 injured seriously
Measures for 2012:
► Cycling school for adults.
► Autumn campaign for better lighting aimed especially at cyclists.
► Safer crossings in the local network for pedestrians and cyclists, especially

around schools.
► Measures to be introduced at junctions considered “dangerous” for cyclists.
► 15 rails and 50 stop lines at the bicycle signal posts.
On its way...
► Traffic safety plan to be completed by 2014.
► Work for increased road safety in the vicinity of the schools.
► More continuous footpaths and cycle paths.
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NETWORKING
The Municipality of Örebro is a member of several networks, and has been and
still is involved in several EU projects. Furthermore, the Municipality of Örebro is a
popular destination for other municipalities. During 2012, Västerås, Södertörn
(four municipalities), Helsingborg, Växjö, Gävle, Jönköping and Trollhättan all
made study visits to Örebro.
Polis
The Municipality of Örebro is a member of “Polis”, a network of European cities
working to develop innovative solutions for a more sustainable transport system.
Sustainable Municipality
Sustainable Municipality is a collaborative project between the Swedish Energy
Agency and 37 chosen “spearhead municipalities" in Sweden. In the third phase,
which will run from 2011 until 2014, the Municipality of Örebro is involved in a
project to develop the possibilities for combining mobility management and
physical measures in order to actually influence travel.
Study trip to Malmö and Copenhagen
In early October 2012, five politicians and three civil servants travelled to
Copenhagen and Malmö on a study trip. Their tour guide as they cycled around
Copenhagen was Denmark’s cycling ambassador and they also studied traffic
solutions in Malmö.

BICYCLE POOL
In collaboration with KTH Royal Institute of
Technology, and with financial support from
Vinnova (Sweden’s Innovation Agency), the
Municipality of Örebro has developed an
electronic bike rental system, with commuters
being main target. The bicycle pool consists of a total of 150 bikes spread around
ten locations in central Örebro. Two test periods have now passed, and they will
be evaluated in early 2013.

BIKES TO BORROW, AND COMPANY BICYCLES
The Municipality of Örebro has 70 bikes that schools can borrow, without cost, for
excursions. These bikes are widely used, especially during spring and autumn.
Internally, the Municipality of Örebro also has over 900 service bikes, including 15
electric bicycles. Renting a bike costs between SEK 1,500 and SEK 2,000 per bike
per year. During 2012, it was decided that all bicycles should be treated as
vehicles and operated by the Technical Administration and thereby treated in the
same manner as the municipality’s in-service cars.
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WHAT THE PEOPLE OF ÖREBRO THINK
In early May, more than 100 cyclists were interviewed in the central parts of
Örebro. Many were happy that there are so many fine cycle paths in Örebro.
However, there were a few requests for improvements:
► better asphalt maintenance on the cycle paths
► better snow clearing
► earlier removal of grit in the spring
► more bicycle racks
In addition to these, several people observed that it’s difficult for pedestrians,
cyclists and motorists to share the same space, and they especially believed that
there are a lot of dangerous junctions.
For a number of years, via Statistics Sweden’s survey of citizens, the municipality
has been asking the people of Örebro how they see the options for cycling and
walking. What they are most pleased about within the municipality is the access
to footpaths and cycle paths. The rating for other parameters has fallen in recent
years. The greatest decline has been for snow removal, which can probably be
attributed to the fact that it has snowed more than usual in recent years. It should
be emphasised that the Municipality of Örebro is not responsible for all of the
footpaths and cycle paths within the municipality’s borders.

Average on a 10-point scale from bad to good

What do you think or
believe about...

…access to footpaths and
cycle paths?
…maintenance and
upkeep of the footpaths
and cycle paths in your
municipality?
…snow removal on the
footpaths and cycle
paths in your
municipality?
…road safety on the
footpaths and cycle
paths in your
municipality?
…lighting on the
footpaths and cycle
paths in your
municipality? (New
question in 2011)

Number
of low
marks
(1-4)

Number

of high
marks
(8-10)

Örebro
2008

Örebro
2009

Örebro
2010

7.7

7.7

7.5

7.6

6.0

9%

61%

6.9

7.1

6.6

5.7

6.0

30%

23%

6.4

6.5

5.2

4.7

5.1

47%

15%

6.4

6.7

6.3

5.9

5.9

23%

23%

-

-

-

5.9

5.8

25%

24%
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Örebro
2011

Örebro 2011

Average,
all
municipalities, 2011

COMPLAINTS AND POINTS OF VIEW
A total of 373 comments, complaints and problems were reported during 2012
that were related to the cycle path network. The most common issues concerned
asphalt maintenance (potholes and dips), broken glass, snow removal, iciness, and
the need for removing trees and bushes. A new system is underway for managing
feedback and problem reporting. The aim is to make it easier for the public to
leave their points of view and to report problems.
Complaint

Number

Summer maintenance
Need for removing trees and bushes
Broken glass
Need for asphalt maintenance (e.g. potholes, dips, etc.)
Water on the cycle path (problem with drainage)
Slipperiness caused by leaves
Total

Per cent %

34
44
80
14
2
174

9%
12%
21%
4%
1%
47%

Winter maintenance
Problems with the removal of snow
Icy/not gritted
Need for removal of grit
Total

41
22
22
85

11%
6%
6%
23%

Other issues
Inadequate signage
Requests for new cycle paths
Bicycle parking
Lack of security
Cars on the cycle path
Faulty public bicycle pump
Traffic lights
Lighting
Total

15
11
11
10
7
6
6
5
71

4%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
1%
19%

Others

43

12%

373

100%

TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES
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COMMUNICATION AND MARKETING
► Healthy cyclist campaign: 130 employees have started cycling to and from

work for at least a year instead of going by car or public transport. The University
of Örebro is carrying out health tests before and after the campaign to see what
effect this new active lifestyle has on the health of the participants.
► The cycling challenge: This is aimed at all those who walk or cycle to, from or at

work, and serves as a complement to the healthy cyclist campaign by drawing
attention to those who already cycle.
► Students in compulsory school: The Municipality of Örebro has two teachers

who work with environmental issues in schools. Within the area of traffic, this is
mainly about road safety. Working material (a traffic diploma) has been
developed for schools and is available on the intranet.
► Cyclists without lights: NTF Örebro County has been running the “Lyktgubbar”

(literally “lamp men") project on behalf of the Municipality of Örebro for several
years now. With assistance from affiliated associations, they have been stopping
and giving information to cyclists without lights on a few autumn evenings each
year. This activity has then been followed up with lighting checks carried out by
the police.
► Cycling school for adults: ABF Örebro County has been running a cycling school

for adults on behalf of the Municipality of Örebro for several years. Each year,
between 50 and 80 adults learn how to ride a bike.
► Cycling map: A cycling map has existed for many years. It is available free of

charge, and the latest edition is from 2011.
► orebro.se: On the municipality’s website there is information about Örebro,

the Cycling City, such as where to find bicycle pumps, information on snow
removal, and the cycling corridors. The cycling map can be downloaded as a PDF
file, and there is a form on which to report problems.
► Presentations at external events: The Municipality of Örebro has been

involved with, and made presentations at, several conferences during 2012 on the
work being done to increase cycling. This has included two presentations at
Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions’ traffic and street days.
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MEDIA
A lot has been written in various media about the Municipality of Örebro’s efforts
to increase the use of bicycles. Above all, there has been great excitement about
the new cycling corridors, which also received the attention of the national media.
The Municipality of Örebro released four press releases during the year
concerning cycling, and published ten articles on cycling on its orebro.se website.
All of the press releases and most of the web news were mentioned in
newspapers and on television and/or radio.

Örebro’s citizens surprised European experts

Nerikes Allehanda
13 April 2012

Nerikes Allehanda 12 April 2012

Cycling corridors strengthen Örebro as cycling city

Nerikes Allehanda 25 May 2012
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Examples of media coverage during 2012:
Date

Media

Title

2012-01-12

NyTeknik

Malmö to invest SEK 30 million in a cycle
“autostrada” to Lund

2012-01-21

NA

Cyclists to be prioritised

2012-02-06
2012-02-06

NA
Orebro.se

What’s happening with the purple bike places?
Norrby School rewarded for environmental work

2012-03-29
2012-04-05

Orebro.se
Mynewsdesk

2012-01-11

Östernärkeblad
et.se
Örebroarn

Type of
news
Web news

(Örebro’s forthcoming cycling corridors are mentioned)

Answer to
a letter
Article
Web news

(Prize for ”Walk and cycle to school”)

2012-04-11
2012-04-11
2012-04-12
2012-04-12
2012-04-12
2012-04-13
2012-04-13
2012-04-19
2012-04-30
2012-05-07
2012-05-08
2012-05-13
2012-05-16
2012-05-22
2012-05-24
kl 11:07
2012-05-24
kl 17:00
2012-05-24

SVT - tvärsnytt
Nerikes
Allehanda
TV4 - lokalt
NA Webb
NA
NA Webb
Orebro.se
NA
SR
SR Nyheter P4
Örebro
NA
Leaflet (student
magazine)
Mynewsdesk

How the people of Örebro travel
International Review: How is Örebro as a cycling
city?
The Green Party wants to build more cycle lanes

Web news
Press
release
Web news

The travelling habits of the people of Örebro are
a long way from the environmental objectives
Do more people in Örebro want to cycle?
Many cycle, despite the rain

Article

Cycling City Örebro is praised, but can get better
still
Free bicycle rental gets underway in Örebro
Soon it will be free to rent bicycles
That’s how cycle-friendly Örebro is
Good marks for Örebro as a cycling city
Bicycle exchange day
Cycling school for adults - again
Rental bicycles underway in Örebro

Item on TV

Increased bicycle theft a trend reversal
Örebro changes to purple bikes

Item on TV
Article

Web news
Article
Web news
News
Advert
Radio
Radio

SR P4 morgon
Örebro
SR P4 Örebro

New cycling routes in Örebro

Article
Article +
Web news
Press
release
Radio

Fast cycle lanes give cyclists priority

Radio

RT-forum

One in five cycle to work

Web news

First cycling corridors inaugurated in Örebro

(Örebro in second place nationwide)

2012-05-25

NA

2012-05-25
2012-05-25
2012-05-25

NA
Orebro.se
NA webb-TV

2012-05-25

NA webb

2012-05-26

NA

Safety is a key word
Cycling corridors. These new “motorways” for
cyclists give them priority over motorists.
The corridors provide a lift to cycling
New start for the bicycle pool
Test: The bike against the car. Are these new
“express” cycling corridors really that fast?
Judge for yourself: Death trap or promoter of
cycling?
New cycle route can be a death trap
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Article

Column
Web news
Web news
Web news
Article

2012-06-04

Orebro.se

2012-06-15
2012-07-05
2012-07-06

Orebro.se
Orebro.se
NA

2012-07-19
2012-07-19
2012-08-03

DN
Gefle Dagblad
BLT, Blekinge
läns tidning/
Sydöstran
VLT

2012-08-09

Now we are inaugurating Örebro’s first cycling
corridors
First Healthy Cyclist prizes awarded
Many streets and cycle lanes to be resurfaced
It’s crowded on the new bike routes

Web news

In Örebro, the bicycle has priority in traffic
Now come the SUPER CYCLING routes
Super cycling routes are on the way

Web news
Web news
Answer to
a letter
Web news
Web news
Article

Motorway for cyclists

Web news

(The Municipality of Örebro is one step ahead; they already
have two cycling corridors there.)

2012-08-21
2012-09-08

SR P4 Örebro
NA Webb

2012-09-08

NA Webb

2012-09-08
2012-09-08

NA
Ny Teknik

2012-09-09

NA

2012-09-14
2012-09-21
2012-10-18

Nyheter P4
Örebro
NA
NA Webb

2012-10-19
2012-10-19
2012-11-01
2012-11-06
2012-11-12

SR P4 Örebro
NA Webb
NA
Orebro.se
NA

2012-11-12
2012-11-16
2012-11-22

NA Webb
Bergslagstramp
Mynewsdesk

2012-11-23
2012-11-23
2012-11-23
2012-11-23
2012-11-26
2012-11-28
2012-11-28
2012-11-30
2012-12-06

Orebro.se
Nyheter P4
Örebro
Tvärsnytt
Orebro.se
NA Webb
NA
NA
SVT
Mynewsdesk

2012-12-08

NA

A steadily downwards accident curve
The municipality wants points of view on the
cycling corridors
What the people of Örebro think about the
cycling motorways
Cyclists on the footpaths are a growing problem
Building autobahns for bicycles

Radio
Web news
Web news
Article
Web article

(About Örebro’s new cycling corridors)

The municipality wants your points of view on
the cycling corridors
Half of the municipal bikes have been stolen

Article

Potholes to be repaired within five days
What the people of Örebro think about the
cycling corridors
Secure bike racks to prevent bike theft in Örebro
SEK 1 million to reduce bicycle thefts in the city
Cyclists to get more space
Time for the snow diary again
Government inquiry into cycling: “It’s OK to go
the wrong way along a one-way street.”
Here is Örebro’s latest public bicycle pump
New cycling trails in Örebro County
Press invitation: The Municipality of Örebro to
build more cycling corridors
New bicycle pump for cyclists on Järntorget
Visually-impaired are worried over new cycling
corridors in Örebro
This is where there will be more cycling corridors
We are building more cycling corridors
Two cycling corridors will now be five
The cycling trend is strengthening
15 new cycling routes are on their way
The municipality is gearing up for ice
The Municipality of Örebro is building more
cycling corridors
Unclear who is responsible for snowed-in bike
racks

Article
Web news
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Radio

Radio
Web news
Article
Web news
Article
Web news
Web news
Press
release
Web news
Radio
TV
Web news
Web news
Editorial
Article
svt.se
Press
release
Article

CHAMP
Örebro is in the EU project CHAMP, which
gathers together the most prominent
cycling cities in Europe. A new tool for
systematic cycling planning is being
developed within this project. The cities
each conducted their own analysis in
2012, which was followed by a peer
review. This then formed the basis for an
analysis of strengths and weaknesses.
From this analysis, the cities have
developed action plans with clear goals to
further improve conditions for cycling.
Each city will also be implementing two
innovative pilot projects.
Other cities in the project are Groningen, Edinburgh, Bolzano, Ljubljana, Kaunas
and Burgos. The project will run from 2011 to 2014. More information is available
on: www.champ-cycling.eu

INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS
A group of international experts came here in April to review Örebro as a cycling
city. The group consisted of representatives from other cycling cities in Europe as
well as a number of experienced consultants. Örebro received a good rating and
the conclusion was that “There are no reasons not to cycle in Örebro.” Even
though these experts thought that Örebro has very good conditions for cyclists
compared to most other cities, they did point out a few areas that could be
further developed:
► The cycling network isn’t always connected well, which is why the new
proposal for a main network for cyclists is a good investment.
► The possibilities for bicycle parking need to be expanded in several places. It is
particularly important to have enough sites with good arrangements for locking
bikes that are connected to the major interchange points within public transport.
► Maintenance could be improved. There was still some grit on some cycle paths,
even though the snow had been gone for several weeks.
► Road safety should be given more attention. The conflict between pedestrians
and cyclists could become an important factor if cycling increases even more.
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WITH DENMARK AS AN INSPIRATION
A workshop was organised in May with the theme “How can we get more people
in Örebro to cycle?” as part of the work to develop an action plan for increasing
cycling. The workshop was attended by Marianne Weinreich who is Head of
Mobility at Veksø Mobility in Denmark. She explained how they have worked with
measures to promote cycling in Odense and Århus.

UPCOMING WORK
An action plan aimed at increasing cycling is underway. Some of the most
important measures being taken in the plan to get more people cycling are:
► Develop a communication strategy for increasing bicycle use
► Develop a new system for dealing with points of view and complaints
► Start a cycling advisory committee
► Complete the planned network for cyclists and build more cycling corridors
► Increase investment in more secure bicycle parking
► Raise ambitions regarding snow clearance and grit removal
► Have a written maintenance plan for the bicycle network, and inspect the

network regularly by bicycle
► Review the cycle path signage in order to, among other things, fix any missing

links
► Develop principles for adapting the operating budget to any new conditions

that might arise from the creation of new cycling routes
Örebro has a high proportion of cyclists compared with many other cities, and is
almost in the same class as Copenhagen. But in comparison with several European
cities, the Municipality of Örebro does not invest the same level of resources in
trying to get more people to cycle. The proportion of cyclists in the Municipality of
Örebro has not increased significantly over the last 20 years. Cycling is on the
increase in Copenhagen, on the other hand, where they invest far more in
measures aimed at cycling and cyclists.
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